
 
Figure 1. Altered metal in a type I chondrule in DOM 03238 

Figure 2. Cr2O3 content of ferroan olivine in low-
petrologic-type CO3 chondrites and DOM 03238. 
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Introduction: It has long been recognized that 

CO3 chondrites can be arranged in a metamorphic 
sequence [1,2] analogous to that shown by ordinary 
chondrites (OC).  In OC, a wealth of specimens, in-
cluding many unweathered falls, has enabled workers 
to document a complete metamorphic sequence from 
type 3.0 to 3.9 [3]; recent work has demonstrated that 
there are profound mineralogical changes even at the 
very onset of metamorphism, allowing even finer divi-
sions in the petrologic-type scale between 3.00 and 
3.15 [4].  However, the relatively few CO3 chondrites 
in collections have caused different researchers to 
adopt somewhat conflicting metamorphic sequences 
[5] that do not precisely correlate with the metamor-
phic scale used in OC.  The recently discovered mete-
orite, Dominion Range (DOM) 03238, provisionally 
classified as a CO3 of low petrologic type, fills a gap 
in the metamorphic sequence of the CO group and 
allows us to calibrate the CO3 scale to that used in OC. 

Petrology and mineralogy: DOM 03238 is rela-
tively unweathered; it contains only 0.3 vol.% limo-
nite. It has many petrologic characteristics similar to 
those of known CO3 chondrites, but also a few differ-
ences.  Chondrule sizes are 180±120 µm (n=105), 
marginally larger than values measured in most CO3s 
[6]. Chondrule textures and the modal abundances of 
CAIs, amoeboid olivine inclusions (AOIs), and iso-
lated olivine grains appear similar to those in CO3s.  
Point counting combined with image analysis yields 
(vol%): matrix = 28; troilite = 4.2; metal = 1.2; mag-
netite = 7.6.  Matrix and troilite abundances are typical 
of CO3 chondrites.  A large fraction of the metal was 

converted to magnetite preterrestrially.  Figure 1 is an 
image of what was once a group of metal or metal-
sulfide spherules inside a type-I porphyritic chondrule; 
an appreciable fraction of the metal was altered to 
magnetite.  All of the P and Cr that was originally dis-
solved in metal has been oxidized and now occurs as 
inclusions or coatings of phosphates and chromite.  
Inter-chondrule opaque mineral assemblages are also 
very rich in magnetite, but otherwise are similar to 
those found in Yamato (Y-) 81020.  Most of the mag-
netite in DOM 03238 occurs as massive grains, rather 
than as platelets or framboids. Magnetite abundances 
in other CO3s are typically very low (<<0.1 vol%). 

The AOIs in DOM 03238 are very similar to those 
in CO3.0 chondrites like Y-81020, Colony and Allan 
Hills (ALH) A77307.  In backscattered electron im-
ages, no veins of ferroan olivine are observed between 
or rimming forsterite grains.  Electron microprobe 
analyses of olivines give compositions mostly below 
Fa1, and nearly all below Fa2.  In contrast, AOIs in 
CO3.2 Kainsaz have abundant Fe-rich olivine veins; 
only ~10% of the Kainsaz AOI olivine compositions 
are below Fa2 (Table 1). 

The Cr content of ferroan olivine is an extremely 
powerful classification tool for OC below type 3.2: 
chromite exsolves from olivine during the early stages 
of metamorphism, resulting first in heterogeneity and 
ultimately in low-Cr olivine [4].  In DOM 03238, fer-
roan olivine has more heterogeneous Cr contents than 
any previously measured CO3 chondrite, with mean 
Cr2O3 between those of type 3.0s (ALHA77307 and 
Y-81020) and 3.2s (Rainbow and Kainsaz) (Fig. 2).  In 
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addition, optical effects caused by the exsolution of 
chromite from ferroan olivine can be observed in many 
grains in DOM 03238, an unusual property shared 
only with some type 3.10 OC such as Meteorite Hills  
96503 [4: Fig. 2].  

The composition of matrix is also a sensitive indi-
cator of light metamorphism in type-3 OC and CO 
chondrites [4].  The most primitive chondrites contain 
S-rich matrix.  During heating, FeS grains coarsen and 
migrate out of opaque matrix.  In OC, this process 
mainly occurs between type 3.00 and 3.05. In DOM 
03238, matrix is fairly low in S, with S/Si ~10× lower 
than in type-3.0 ALHA77307, but still significantly 
higher than in type-3.2 Kainsaz or Rainbow (Table 1).  
The Na/Al ratio in matrix also varies with petrologic 
type in OC [4].  Our data are consistent with a similar 
relationship in CO3s in which DOM 03238 has high 
Na/Al as in type≥3.2 chondrites (Table 1). 

Discussion: DOM 03238 has many of the hall-
marks of a CO3 chondrite and it is plausible that DOM 
03238 is a member of this group: small chondrules, the 
appropriate modal abundances of chondrules, matrix, 
inclusions, and isolated olivines, and a CO-like distri-
bution of chondrule textural types. However, the high 
magnetite abundance is unlike other CO chondrites.  
The oxygen isotope and bulk chemical compositions of 
this meteorite have not been measured, so we regard 
this classification as tentative.  Indeed, Acfer 094 
shares many characteristics with the CO group as well, 
but is actually more closely related to CM chondrites 
[7].  Nevertheless, from the standpoint of studying 
metamorphic processes, it is probably safe to group all 
of these meteorites together, as has been done with OC 
[4]: the initial state of the material in these rocks was 
very similar even if the meteorites originated on more 
than one parent body. 

With the addition of DOM 03238 to the meteorites 
studied in [4], it is now evident that CO (and related) 
chondrites show a progression of metamorphic 
changes that is identical to that of the low-petrologic-
type OC.  Based on the Cr content and optical proper-

ties of ferroan olivine, as well as the S content of ma-
trix, it is clear that DOM 03238 experienced the same 
degree of metamorphism as type-3.1 OC.  This would 
make DOM the first known CO3.1, and is consistent 
with the recommendations of [5] to classify Kainsaz as 
type 3.2 instead of 3.1 (as was done in [2]). Based on 
matrix and olivine chemistry, it now seems likely that 
ALHA77307 is type 3.00 and Y-81020 and Colony are 
both 3.05. The metamorphic scales used in OC and CO 
chondrites are now well intercalibrated.  

With the existence of a type 3.1 CO (or related) 
chondrite, it is now also possible to examine how the 
metamorphic changes in AOIs [5] compare in sensitiv-
ity to other metamorphic properties. The AOIs in 
DOM 03238 appear to be identical to those in 
ALHA77307 and Y-81020 in terms of their FeO dis-
tributions.  Therefore, FeO enters AOIs between type 
3.1 and 3.2 in the metamorphic sequence. 

The large abundance of magnetite in DOM 03238 
sets it apart from all other CO3 chondrites that we 
have examined.  The occurrence of magnetite in DOM 
03238 is similar in many respects to that in some oxi-
dized CV chondrites, to the ungrouped type-3 carbo-
anceous chondrite Elephant Moraine 90043 and to 
some unequilibrated OC like Semarkona.  Magnetite 
replaces metal to variable extents, especially in type I 
chondrules, leaving Ni-rich metal cores in some grains.  
There is little evidence for aqueous alteration in DOM 
03238 in the form of phyllosilicates, carbonates, or 
bleached chondrules.  As in the other meteorites that 
experienced oxidation of metal, it is likely to have 
been due to reaction with fluids on the parent asteroid. 
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Table 1. Properties of low-petrologic type CO (and related) chondrites.  Data in bold (this study), others from [4,5]. 
 Petrologic Cr in ol S/Si matrix Na/Al matrix AOI olivine: 
 type (wt%) (rel. CI) (rel. CI) fraction <Fa2 
Acfer 094 3.0 0.34±0.10 0.22 0.25  
ALHA77307 3.00 0.38±0.07 0.27 0.31 97% 
Y-81020 3.05 0.33±0.13 0.08 0.17 60% 
Colony 3.05 0.31±0.13 0.03 0.07 65% 
DOM 03238 3.1 0.27±0.18 0.03 0.40 97% 
Rainbow 3.2 0.08±0.05 0.02 (0.02) † 7% 
Kainsaz 3.2 0.09±0.06 0.02 0.64 13% 
†Probably lowered by terrestrial weathering. 
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